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Abstract 
New algorithms to perform both the generalizations due to Knuth [2] of the Robin- 
son-Schensted correspondence and their inverse correspondences are given. 
1. Preliminary definitions 
Let EE(O, l}; throughout this paper we shall consider two-line arrays such as 
b, bz ... b, 
CT= ((bi, ai)EN X N) 
a, a, ‘+. a, 
wherebiGbi.1 andbi=bi+l *ai < ai+ I + E. We use the term E-two-line array for such 
an object. In other words, an E-two-line array is a two-line array with repetitions 
allowed in both rows (but without repetitions of columns when s=O) and where the 
columns are arranged in nondecreasing lexicographic order from left to right. In the 
following, the letter 0 will always denote the two-line array considered above. 
Sometimes, the multisets B:= (b,, . . . , b,) and A:= (al, . . . , a,) will be called the domain 
and, respectively, the range of 0’. The integer # o:=m denotes the length of the two-line 
array CJ. A two-line array r~ whose length # CJ is equal to 1 will be simply called a pair 
or a column; in such a case, we shall often use the notation (b,a) instead of (t). The 
weight W, of a two line-array a is defined to be the map Wb: N x N + No, 
N,:= Nu{O}, which associates to each pair (b,a)EN x N the cardinality of the set 
(il(bi,ai)=(b,a)}. W e say that a two-line array a’ is contained in a two-line array a, in 
symbols a’ z a, if W&b, a) < W,,(b, a). An s-two-line array T is said to be the concatena- 
tion of two &-two-line arrays a and p if W,(b,a)= W,(b, a)+ W,(b, a) for every 
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(b, a)cN x N; in symbols z= c. p. Notice that the concatenation of two O-two-line 
arrays may be a l-two-line array. It is easily verified that the concatenation operator is 
associative and commutative. 
Definition 1.1. Let EE (0,l). The two-line array o is said to be an &-antimorphism if 
bi < bi+ 1 and ai > ai+ 1 + E. 
Definition 1.2. Let 0 be an e-antimorphism. We define the contraction of o to be the 
E-two-line array 
;= 
b2 b3 ... b, 
al a2 ..’ a,_l 
Definition 1.3. Consider the &-antimorphisms u and u’, g # g’: 
Let b m+l:=cO. We say that a E-precedes rY - in symbols: o<, 13 - if 
(i) bldb;, 
(ii) (bi,<bj<bi+,)*(ai<aj+E)for all i~(l,...,m}, jE{l,...,m’}. 
The relation ‘0 <,g” stands for: ‘a<,~’ or o= 8. 
It is possible to prove that the relation 3 is a partial order on the set of all 
E-antimorphisms. 
2. Decomposition of an &wo-line array into Pantimorphisms 
Proposition 2.1. Any e-two-line array o can be uniquely expressed as a concatenation 
~=o~‘rT’z”“‘cJS of E-antimorphisms gl, 02, . . . , a, such that, for all ie(l, . .., s- l}, 
aiieOi+l* 
Such a decomposition will be called the canonical e-decomposition of (T. Observe that 
the concatenation oi.oj of any two E-antimorphisms in the decomposition above is 
not an .+antimorphism. Before demonstrating Proposition 2.1 it is necessary to 
describe an algorithm which decomposes a given E-two-line array u into a concatena- 
tion g=ol ‘0’ of an E-antimorphism c1 and an E-two-line array 6’. 
Algorithm D, 
(a) Examine the pairs (bi, ai) occurring in G starting from left to right; 
(b) the pair under test is removed from g provided that the Criterion of e-remooal 
listed below is satisfied: 
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(c) the removed pairs, in the order of removal, form the .s-antimorphism al; 
(d) e’ is what remains in e. 
Criterion of wemoval 
(i) The pair (b,, al) is s-removable from o; 
(ii) let (bi, ai) be an s-removable pair; then, for everyj > i, (bj, aj) is e-removable from 
o if (a) bi < bj and ai 2 aj + E and (b) for every h, i < h < j, the pair (b,,, ah) is not 
s-removable from 0. 
In other words: the pair (bj, aj) c CT is ‘e-removable from CT’ if either (bj, aj) is the 
leftmost pair in 0 or, denoting the lastly removed pair by (bi, ai), the inequality 
ai 2 aj + E holds. 
Lemma 2.2. Let o1 be an &-antimorphic part of O. A necessary and sujkient condition 
for the concatenation IS=(T~.CT’ to be the result of Algorithm D, is that, for every 
e-antimorphic part o2 # cl of CT’, we have o1 <C oz. 
Proof. Let B be the domain of G. Suppose that the s-decomposition O= o1 .o’ is 
obtained by applying Algorithm D, and note that, putting 
we have d, = bl = min(B). This assures that (i) of Definitions 1.3 is verified. Regarding 
(ii), it suffices to prove that there is no pair (b, a) G 0’ such that, for some ig { 1, . . . , r}, 
di<b<di+l and Ci > a + E. In fact, when di < b, these inequalities must be excluded 
because otherwise the pair (b, a) would be s-removable from 0 and form part of oi; on 
the other hand, from di = b and Ci > a + E it follows that the pair (b, a) precedes (di, Ci) in 
CJ, in contradiction with the hypotheses (b, a) E 0’ and (di, Ci) c ol. 
Concerning sufficiency of the condition, consider an .s-antimorphic part 
of G which satisfies the indicated property. Suppose, contrary to what we wish to 
show, that 0; does not coincide with the s-antimorphism r~i obtained by Algorithm 
D,. First prove that (d,, cl)=(d;, CT\) c a;; in fact if(di, ~,)$a~, then o; precedes the 
.s-antimorphism (dl,cl); as di=min(B), by (i) of Definition 1.3 we deduce d\=dl. 
Then, because of (ii) of Definition 1.3 and because of (d,, cl) $Z CJ;, we have c; <cl, in 
contradiction with the fact that (b,,a,)=(d,,c,) is the leftmost column in 0. Let us 
now denote by p the smallest index such that (d,, cP) # (db, cb) and prove first that if 
d,< d;, then 0; does not precede the s-antimorphism 02:= (d,,c,) (in contradiction 
with the fact that, under the same hypotheses, we have az=(d,, c,)$o;). In fact from 
(d,- 1, c,_,)=(d~_,,cb_,) we get db_,<d,<db and c~_~~c~+E; hence (ii) of 
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Definition 1.3 is not satisfied. On the other hand, if db<d,, then a similar argument 
shows that g1 does not precede the &-antimorphism o;:= (db, ci) $?G cl, against the first 
part of the present proof. It follows d,= d;. From d,=d; and (d,, cp)#(d>, cb) we 
deduce (d,, cp) g ~1; hence 01 <(d,, cp) and, because of (ii) of Definition 1.3, CL < cP. On 
the other hand, the fact that (d,, cp), rather than (db, cb), belongs to gl, implies cg < cb. 
The contradiction proves that a; = ol. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Using Lemma 2.2, it is immediately verified that the 
postulated concatenation is the result of a repeated application of Algorithm D,. 0 
Definition 2.3. Let c = CJ 1 . cr2 - . . . - os be the canonical &-decomposition of CJ and let Bi 
be the contraction of (Ti. We define the s-contraction of c as the two-line array 
^ ^ L * 
cJ:=~~‘fs~‘““fsS. 
Lemma2.4. Leta=ol.....o,ando’=o;.....a:. be the canonical .z-decompositions of 
a and a’. Put 
b ah= h.1 “’ 
ah,l ‘.’ 
i::l:) and aj,=(z:: 1:: 2::). 
If(a) s = s’, (b) bh, 1 = bj,, I and ah,,,,, = a;,,,;, for every h = 1, . . . , s and (c) a and a’ have 
the same E-contraction z:= 8=8’, then a=a’. 
Proof. Let 
dl d2 ... d, 
T= 
Cl c2 ... c, 
For every i=l, . . . . t, there are indices Y, ki, ‘I’, k;, (where 161, i’<s=s’, 1 < ki< m, 
1~ ki, < m$) such that 
di=b,k;=b;,,kf, and ci=ai,ki_l=a;,,ki,_l. 
Reasoning by contradiction, suppose that a #a’; let r~( 1, . .., t} be the largest index 
such that either (i) ?=7 and ki # k;, or (ii) r”#r”‘. The first eventuality has to be 
excluded. In fact, denoting by ‘dp, cp’ and by ‘d,, cq’ the pairs of elements which occur 
in af and ai in the place occupied by ‘d,, c,’ in ai and of respectively, we have that 
either ‘d,, cp’ follows ‘d,, c,’ in af or ‘dB, cq’ follows ‘d,, c,’ in ai; hence, either r <p or 
r < q, in contradiction with the definition of r. 
It remains to examine the case r” # 7’. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
?<?‘; we draw a contradiction from the analysis of a$, ai,, and aiP. We have 
ai= 
bi,l -.a bp,k-1 bp,k=d, ... b,,,; 
a, 1 ... ai,k-l=cr aF, k . . ’ a, mi 
a;, = 
b;.,, . . . b;,,k,-l b;,,,,=d, b;‘,k’+l ... bj,,,,;, 
a;,, 1 ... a;,,k?_ 1 =c, a;‘, k’ a;,,k,+l “’ a;,,,;, 
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(where k:= kF and k’:= ki,). For every j = 1, . . . , rni,- k’, there is an index u such that 
bi,,k*+j=du, a;*,,,+j_ i ECU; 
since d,=bk.,,, <bb,,k,+j- “, -d we have r < u. From this and from the definition of Y we 
deduce that every pair (d,, c,) occupies in oi, the same place as in ok,. Therefore, 
denoting by v the index for which d, = bpp,kp, c, =a,,,“ _ i, we have 
(Ti. = 
( 
b7,1 ... bi’,k’- I bi’,k’=dv bi*,k’+l=bf,,k+l ‘.. bir,,;v=b;,,,:, 
aF,1 ... af’,k’-I=cv afp,kf=aip,k, aFs,kG+l=aj,,kf+l “’ ai’,,;,=ai,,,+, > 
As v < r, we have d, <d,. If d, <d,, then from Gi<bi, we deduce 
ai,,k’+&=a:-,,k,+&>ai,k-l =c,; this is in contradiction with the fact that a;, is an 
s-antimorphism, namely a;g,kf + E < c, = ai*,k# _ 1. If instead d, = d,, since v < r we have 
c,<c, (the eventuality c,=c,, which may happen when E= 1, is immaterial to our 
analysis); on the other hand, from bi’,k, _ 1 cd, = d, = b, k by Definition 1.3 we deduce 
c, = ai,k- I < ai’,k’_ 1 = c,; contradiction. q 
3. A new algorithm for generalized RohinsonSchensted correspondences 
The notion of ‘Young tableau’ that we adopt here is slightly different from those 
usually found in the literature. Let A:= (Ai, . . . , A,), ail ~, A1 > . .. 2 A,, be a partition of 
the integer Ii + ... + I,. By a Young tableau oftype (G, <) (resp.: oftype ( <, <)) and of 
shape A we mean a ‘tableau’ T=(tij), where i~{l, . . ..rj. 1 <j<&, tij~ti,j+l and 
tijcti+l,j (resp.: tij<ti,j+1 and tijdti+l,j ). For the sake of simplicity, in the following 
a pair (T,, T2) of Young tableaux of the same shape and both of type (6, <) will 
simply be called a l-pair of Young tableaux, while we shall use the phrase O-pair of 
Young tableaux when T1 is of type (<, <) and T, is of type (d, <). 
Algorithm B,. Construction of the s-pair (T,, T,)=B,(o) of Young tableaux asso- 
ciated with a given s-two-line array cr. 
Step 1. Form the canonical a-decomposition of 0: 
b 1.1 bt.2 ... btm b s, 1 bs.2 .,. b,,,s 
= 
al,, al,2 ... al.m, 4, I as,2 ... 4, ms > 
(a1 <, 02 XE ..’ -K, CA. 
Step 2. Determine the s-contraction of 0: 
b 1.2 bt,3 ‘.. hn, b s, 2 bs,3 ... Lns 
= 
at,1 al.2 .‘. al,,,-1 as,1 as,2 ..’ a,,,s-l 
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and put the elements CZ~,,,~, a2,m2, . . . . as,,,, and bl, 1, b2, 1, . . . . b,, 1 (eliminated during 
the passage from e to 5) orderly in the first row of T1 and T,, respectively. 
Step 3. Proceed iteratively - starting from Step 1 - on 8 to construct the 
following rows of the Young tableaux. 
We want now to prove the equivalence between Algorithm B,, E =O, 1, and the two 
different generalizations due to Knuth of the classical Schensted algorithm. For the 
sake of simplicity we shall denote by KS1 and KS0 the algorithms described in [2, 
Section 21 and in [2, Section 51, respectively. 
Proposition 3.1. Algorithm B, is equivalent to Algorithm KS,. 
Proof. Let (T,, T2) be the s-pair of Young tableaux associated to cr by KS,. Denote by 
( T1, T;) the s-pair of Young tableaux obtained by removing the first row of both T1 
and T2 and let r be the s-two-line array associated to (Tr , T2) by the inverse algorithm 
of KS,. 
Let Is{1 , . . . , m} be the (possibly empty) set of indices such that iEZ iff ai does not 
occur in the first row of T1. To each iE1 we associated an index jiE { 1, . . . , m}, defined 
as that of the element aji which bumps ai from the first row of Tl when applying 
Algorithm KS, to cr. We claim that z consists of all the pairs (bj, ai), for ieZ. In order to 
prove this, consider the map c$~ (resp.: 4,) which associates to every element 
iE{l, . . . . m} (resp.: iEZ) the coordinates of the place of T1 (resp.: Tr) which is filled last 
when we insert ai into T1 (resp.: T;). If ~~o’i) =(r, s) and &(i)=(r’, s’), then we have 
obviously r’=r- 1, s’=s. AS b, occupies in T2 the place 4,,(ji)=(r,s), it will occupy in 
T2 the place (r - 1, s)=&(i) =(r’, s’). Hence (bj,, ai) E z. 
On the other hand, it is clear that the canonical s-decomposition of d is of the form 
( 
. . . bi bj, . . . 
. . . . 
) 
* ...; 
. . . 
ai aj, ... 
it follows that the pair (bji,ai) belongs to the s-contraction of 0 as well. This 
proves that r is the s-contraction of o; therefore the algorithms B, and KS, are 
equivalent. 0 
4. Further definitions 
With the aim of describing the reverse algorithm of Algorithm B,, we have to 
introduce further definitions and properties. 
Definition 4.1. We say that the pair p = (b, a) is c-insertible into the s-antimorphism e if 
for some j, 1~ j<m, we have 
bj<b<bj+, and (X-l-&>,a>aj-kE 
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(where conventionally b,+l =a0 = + co). If this is the case, the s-antimorphism 
aP := 
( 
bl ..* bj b .** b, 
al ... a Uj ‘.. am > 
will be called the e-expansion of a by means of p. 
Definition 4.2. We shall say that a pair p =(b, a) is s-insertible into an s-two-line array 
a if, considering the canonical s-decomposition a = a1 . a2 - ... - a, of a, the pair (b, a) is 
s-insertible into at least one of the s-antimorphisms ai, say aI, in such a way that the 
concatenation a1 - ... .a,P* ... .a, satisfies aliE ... <, a; <, ... <EaS. If this happens, 
then the s-two-line array a1 - ... . a,P- ... -a, is said to be the &-expansion of a by 
p = (b, a) and is denoted by aP. 
It is possible to prove that, if the s-expansion ap exists, then E{ 1, . . . , s} is necessar- 
ily the largest index for which p=(b,a) is s-insertible into a,. The second part of 
Definition 4.2 relies on this property. Moreover, Proposition 2.1 ensures that the 
concatenation a1 - ... - a: * .‘. ‘as is the canonical s-decomposition of ap into s-anti- 
morphisms. 
Definition 4.3. Let be the given s-two-line arrays a and z. The notion of &-insertiblity of 
z into a and the corresponding notion of c-expansion a’ of a by z are defined by 
induction on the length # z of z in the following way. 
(1) If # z = 1, we have z = (d, c) and this falls under Definition 4.2; the c-expansion a’ 
of a by z is defined as the s-expansion of a by the pair z = (d, c). 
(2) We say that the s-two-line array 
do d, d2 ... d, 
T= 
co Cl c2 .*. c, > 
is e-insertible into a if(i) 
z’ = 
dl d2 .‘. d, 
Cl c2 ..* c, > 
is s-insertible into a, and (ii) (do, co) is s-insertible into a”; if this happens, the 
E-expansion ar of a by z is defined as the s-expansion of a” by (do,co). 
5. Inverting Algorithm B,: the Algorithm T, 
We give an inductive description, on the number of rows of the tableaux, of the 
construction of the s-two-line array a:= T,(T,, T,) associated with an s-pair ( T1, T,) 
of Young tableaux. 
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Algorithm T, 
(1) If the tableaux have only one row, that is 
Tl=[al,a2 ,..., a, and T,=[b,,b, ,..., b,, 
Put 
c=T,(T1, T2):= 
bl bz ..’ b, 
al a2 s-. a, ). 
(2) If 
i 
a0.1 ... ..f ... QO,SO b 0,l ... ... ... b O,SO 
T1 = al.1 ... ... alPSi 
T,= 
b 
‘*’ “’ “’ 
b l,Sl 
. . . . . 
at,1 ... 4, St b t.l ... b f,St 
Put 
[ 
aI.1 aI,2 ... ... ah, 
[ 
b 1.1 bl,, ... ... bl,,, 
r1= . . . . G= . . . . . 
4, I at,2 ... at,st b t, 1 bt.2 -.. L 
and let d=T,(TI, T2); then the s-two-line array a=T,(Tl, T,) is defined as the 
e-expansion 9”’ of the s-two-line array 
by cf=TE(T;, T;). 
In other words, the construction of the s-two-line array e associated to the s-pair 
(T,, T,) of Young tableaux is performed by the successive removal of a pair of rows 
from the tableaux (starting from the bottom rows), and then by forming an e-two-line 
array 0 with the pair of removed rows and by inserting into 8 the already obtained 
e-two-line array (the one formed from the previously removed rows). In practice this 
requires the following steps: 
Step 0. Consider the elements a,, 1, a, 2, . . . , a,,,, and b,, 1, b,, 2, . . . , b,,,f of the last 
rows of T, and T, respectively. Remove them from Tl and T2 and construct the 
s-two-line array 
Step 1. Let 
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be the E-two-line array already obtained and let a,, . . . , a, and pl, . . . , /J be the 
elements of the downmost rows not yet removed from T, and T,, respectively. 
Construct the new &-two-line array r~’ as the concatenation 0; ’ CJ; - ... - 0: by means of 
the following subroutine: 
(4 First put: 
(b) 
(4 
For i=m,m-l,... ,2, 1 (in this order) let: 
l A:= the largest index jc { 1, . . . , S} such that pi is c-insertible into zj,m_i; 
l Zi,m-i+l:= Zf;:,_i (the e-expansion of Zl,m_i by pi). 
l Zl,m-i+l:=~L,m-i for every 1 #A. 
Put aj:=Zj,s and a’:=o;.&*...*a:. 
Step 2. If the two Young tableaux T, and T, are not yet exhausted go back to 
Step 1. Otherwise, set g := G’. 
In the following we shall make use of the notations introduced in Step 1 above. 
Bearing in mind Definition 4.2 by a punctual analysis of Algorithm T, we deduce the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Let iE(l,...,m+l}; let Zj,,-i+l be as in Step 1; then, 
zl,m-i+ 1 -KE .‘. <c zs,m-i+ 1. 
Proposition 5.2. Algorithm T, is the inverse of Algorithm B,. 
Proof. Let ( T1, T2) = B,(z) and (T:= T,( T1, T,). We argue by induction on the number 
of rows of T1 and Tz. Let ~=z~ - .-. ST,, where 
be the canonical e-decomposition of z. Let a=o; - ... - ai be the concatenation 
obtained after having inserted the previously obtained &-two-line array 0’ into 
according to Step 1 of Algorithm T,. Hence, also of is of the form 
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Because of Lemma 5.1 0’ is the &-contraction of 0. On the other hand, from the 
inductive hypothesis, g’ is the c-contraction of z as well. Hence, because of Lemma 2.4, 
z=cT. 0 
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